“Everybody is a genius. But if you judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree,
it will live its whole life believing that it is stupid.” – Albert Einstein

WHAT IS DMIT?
Dermatoglyphics Multiple Intelligence Test is based on the research conducted by world renowned
scientist, Dr. Howard Earl Gardner, an American developmental psychologist who is popularly known
around the equator for his “Theory of Multiple Intelligences”.
Dr. Howard Gardner is the John H. and Elisabeth A. Hobbs Professor of Cognition and Education at
the Harvard Graduate School of Education at Harvard University.
Dermatoglyphics, derived from the ancient Greek words “derma” meaning skin and “glyph” meaning
carving, is the scientific study of fingerprints. It is a proven scientific method to decode the brain’s
potential and talent through the physical formation of fingerprints, which has linkage to brain
development. It is not Palmistry and is not Future Telling.
Dermatoglyphics is a professional industry that combines neurobiology, genetics, brain science and
embryology coupled with clinical studies. In developing this system, Dermatoglyphics experts
conducted psychological pattern profiles with more than Five Hundred Thousand individuals since
1985 across USA, UK, China, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Singapore and Malaysia to generate a database
for cross comparison study which can help individuals to learn the way to discover their inner
potential.
If one is competent to identify his/her inborn talent then he/she can build upon a great future and can
surely outshine in that discipline of life. However, largely, people fail to recognize their inborn talent
and therefore end up taking any arbitrary and indiscriminate career and unsystematic curricular based
decisions. They end up selecting that career / extra-curricular option which either their friends or
relatives have recommended or they have heard of somewhere strangely in some symposium.
WHAT IS THE ELIGIBILITY FOR DMIT?
From a new born baby to any age
HOW IS THE TEST CONDUCTED?
Dermatoglyphics Multiple Intelligences Test is a scientifically performed test capturing ones finger
ridge counts and co-relating with the brain lobes through an automated process. It has been medically
and clinically proven that finger prints and existence of multiple intelligences are completely linked.
DMIT REPORT:The DMIT report will distinctly highlight your inborn talent, multiple intelligences, preferred learning
style, level of various quotients, personality traits, behaviour, your strength and weaknesses and also
the way to develop that desired intelligence. This analysis will reflect your inborn and innate
attributes.
We urge you to comprehend that everyone has a unique ability or talent. Often, comparing yourself to
someone else's abilities might mean overlooking what you are naturally skilled at. Aim for what you
are good at, work hard for what you want, and don't beat yourself up when you curtail yourself from
perfection. This report is a mirror and analysis of your deep hidden potential.

BENEFITS OF DERMATOGLYPHICS MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCE TEST – DMIT












Identify Your Inborn Talents
Know Your Personality & Behaviour
The Status & Ranking of the 8 Multiple Intelligences viz.
Inter Personal | Intra Personal | Logical | Linguistic | Musical | Visual | Kinesthetic | Naturalistic
Spot whether you are Left Brain Dominant or Right Brain Dominant
Recognize Your Personality Traits
Categorize Your Behavioural Traits
Identity Your Preferred Learning Style Viz.
Visual | Auditory | Kinesthetic And Learn Accordingly
Reveal Your Quotients viz.
Intelligence Quotient | Emotional Quotient | Creativity Quotient | Adversity Quotient
Extra-Curricular Activities Preferred
Career Choices Preferred
Areas Where You Are Independent And Areas Where You Need Support

FEES:
Rs. 6000/- (Rupees Six Thousand Only) per person.
The Fee includes Finger Ridge Count Capturing, Analysis, Comprehensive Report and Individual
Counselling by I Qube Experts
ABOUT I QUBE™
I Qube (I Qube Institute for Illumination of Intelligence Quotient LLP) is an organization that has
authored 7 books based on concepts such as Quantitative Analysis, Problem Solving, Logical
Reasoning, Visual Reasoning, Analytical Reasoning, Abstract Reasoning, Verbal and Non-Verbal
Reasoning, Spatial Interpretation, Linguistics, Social Intelligence and Memory. I Qube conducts IQ
based examinations across India and rewards meritorious students with numerous scholarships.
We at I Qube robustly believe that every individual is born with inborn talents and with unique
multiple intelligences. The core vision of I Qube is to develop a child’s aptitude through every single
effort. We believe that by doing so ultimately strengthens the core concepts of I Qube and thereby
prepares a child not only for future competitive examinations such as GRE, GMAT, IAS, CAT, CET,
JEE, UPSC, SNAP, XAT, UPSC, MPSC, etc., (just to name a few) which all incorporate these
concepts but also for the academic challenges that children face during their school years. This shall
also enable them to confidently appear for all the aptitude tests that they are likely to face during job
interviews and self-assessments during their lifetime.
Our team of highly dexterous professionals from varied backgrounds and with a cumulative
experience of over 60 years will analyze and evaluate numerous parameters of your Multiple
Intelligences giving you the most gratifying results.
Registered Office & Mailing Address: C-303, “Parijat”, Opposite to Kirloskar’s Oil Engines Ltd.,
Elphinstone Road, Bopodi Pune 411003
Corporate Office: No. 6 & 17, Ground Floor, “Shree Shilp Apartments”,
Sector 40/A, 1/6/1, Next to Pune IT Park, Aundh Road Pune 411020
Contact No.’s: +91 98602 76999 | +91 81490 91599 | +91 77220 33090 | +91 94220 85115 | +91 96377 67782
Website: - www.iqube.org.in
E-mail: - dmit@iqube.org.in
Office Hours: - Monday to Saturday 10 am to 6 pm

